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Introduction
The present „dossier” is a collection of the outdoor theatre teaching methods and experiences,
including short presentations of the five partner organizations (Italy, Slovenia, Hungary,
Romania and United Kingdom). It is a research demonstration of the RIOTE partnership, in
the frame of an Erasmus+ project, without the intention to publish an official text. Instead,
this is more for an internal use among the partners and their stakeholders for further
developments, and the preparation towards professional teaching materials as intellectual
outputs.

Pedagogical work of Teatro Tascabile di Bergamo
(Caterina Scotti)
History
TTB Teatro tascabile di Bergamo – Accademia delle Forme sceniche was founded in 1973 by
Renzo Vescovi following the path of Jerzy Grotowsky’s Teatr-Laboratorium and Eugenio
Barba’s Odin Teatret.
The theatre is located in Bergamo Alta, in a Monastery of the XVI century. Here the theatrelaboratory takes place, developing its research about outdoor theatre, eastern theatre-dance,
pedagogy and actor’s dramaturgy.
The Group
Teatro Tascabile di Bergamo’s peculiarity is to be a “group theatre”. Our work is based on the
interaction of each member, as in renaissance art workshops: not a “company”, but a group of
people cooperating in a continuative daily effort to not just produce a play, but also to work
on what’s behind the play, realizing specific and autonomous creative processes not to obtain
an immediate result, but to give a parallel and continuous cultural elaboration.
After founder and director Renzo Vescovi’s passing in 2005, TTB moved towards collective
directing, continuing the production of indoor and outdoor performances and organizing
cultural events in cooperation with local organizations, both national and international.
TTB produced his first performance, L’amor comenza, in 1973, inspired by medieval texts,
and based on a complex gestural and acrobatic technique with an innovative research on the
use of the space, as well as the body and the voice of the actor.
Like many groups of 70s, TTB was clearly looking for an actor’s body which would be able
to communicate beyond the words. This was a natural consequence of the meeting with the
two theatre’s masters of the second half of Twentieth which mostly worked on the basis of the
actor’s art, Barba e Grotowski.
Theatrical anthropology was moving its first steps: the study of the actor during a
performance preferring the body as an instrument, opposite to the psychological theatre which
is founded on the literature, the so called “Time-honoured Theatre”, according to Julian Beck,
the founder of the Living Theatre.
Theatrical anthropology is the study of the pre-expressive behavior that is the basis of any
styles, roles and traditions. Therefore for a Group, the process from which a new performance
takes life is more important than the result.
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An urgent need of theatrical renewal occurred also in Italy between the 60s and the 80s. TTB
and his director had the fortune of directly knowing Barba and Grotowski’s work and
therefore they were chosen as its masters.
Renzo Vescovi, our director, thought to develop the intercultural work that theatrical
anthropology was proposing us trough the Indian classical dance (which he met in 1977
during the International Atelier of the group’s theatre in Bergamo) and through the research in
the outdoor theatre.
We were fed up with the fourth wall, with the division between stage and audience, with the
seats nailed to the floor. This stiffness seemed to have infected dramaturgy too. That’s why
we mainly addressed our attention to the open space to look for new relationship between
actor and spectator, between actor and actor as well. We are talking about what is used to be
called “Street theatre”.
TTB tried, with its performances, to go on with that red thread which crosses over the last
century and pushes many artists to go out in the streets: like Jacques Copeau, Tadeusz Kantor,
Peter Schumann’s Living Theatre and Odin Teatret itself used to do.
Some explanations
1- Street theater-Parade
It all already began in 1976 at BITEF Festival of Belgrade when Renzo Vescovi worked,
together with Eugenio Barba, for the direction of a big outdoor show in occasion of the first
Group’s Theatre meeting.
One year later, TTB itself organized in his city a big Atelier called “Group’s Theatre
International Atelier”.
A big parade in which 250 actors from all over the world took part.
This is the cradle where the modern concept of Street Theatre was born.
There was no dramaturgy but wandering actions with drums, stilts, acrobatic exercises more
like circus-trained actors, use of very colored costumes.
To sum up, a sort of procession that we can define a parade too.
2- Open spaces theater
This experience brought to Renzo Vescovi’s mind a conference by Antonin Artaud, dated
1931, whose title was "La mise en scene et la metaphisique”, where he mentioned the "Poesie
dans l’éspace”. That’s why, from that moment, we use the same expression to describe our
outdoor way of working.
“OPEN SPACES THEATRE” means a kind of theatre performed in particular spaces like the
“street” , but with the same precision and intensity of the indoor one.
We refer to Street performances in that we need to manage both the elements offered by the
places and their cultural aspects.
Technical rules
Now, I’d like to talk about some technical rules of this kind of theatre. We could summarize
them in three main aspects: spectator, space and actor.
1- SPECTATOR
It’s very important to work on the attention of the spectator as a psychophysical entity or
body-mind, whose sensations have to be managed carefully by the actors.
The objective is to stimulate an emotional state in the audience, through a kinesthetic effect
moved by the actor, let’s say a sort of “Mimic contagious”.
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2- SPACE

Places’s morphology
1- Any place keeps different layers of history, mental and symbolical meanings. These aspects
collaborate to give identity to a street, a square, a park and so on. It is intended to offer to the
spectator a new vision, a different point of view of that place itself.
2- To find the secret idea of a place. That’s why we need to have a previous inspection of the
space but, at the same time, take account of performance’s structure. Spaces images needs to
be filled by the scenes of the performance and to dialogue with them.
3-Technically, taking into account the shape of the open spaces, we borrow the same
elementary grammar of the cinematographic language:
Long and medium shot and close-up.
Montage of attractions, like in the Renaissance celebrations, to let the spectator be
attracted by both sensorial and psychological effects.
3.-ACTOR
The actor is the real and main character in open spaces as well. Considering the elements of
the theatrical anthropology, it was relevant to improve the concept of “energy”. Space is
bigger and the actor has to face with the indistinct sounds of the street (traffic, noises etc…).
He has to make the communication wider and stronger in order to lead the hearing and the
sight of the audience.
Stilts are a technical way of working in the streets. They are a sort of wandering stage so
people can see the performance from a big distance even though there’s a big crowd. At the
same time, they fascinates the audience because of their insicure balance, or more correctly,
because of the insicure balance they give to the actor who on the other hand, has to learn how
to manage them and the very complex and uncontrolled reactions of his body.
The result is that people are immediately astonished, amazed.
Pedagogy
The artistic process that leads to a new performance is a long one and often it has to be harder
than needed.
During this process, the presence of a Master is crucial. He has to pass abilities to pupils or
young actors so to let them achieve their self-learning targets, which means being able to
make choices and decisions in a conscious and an autonomous way. This is defined “Learning
to learn” and it’s the most efficient way to improve one’s personal competencies.
TTB’s pedagogical proposal explores the historical changing from a performance, meant as a
translation of a verbal and vocal “theatrical text”, to a new one, mostly focused on the actor’s
“energy”.
That is the main aspect of the contemporary theatre. Its aim is to investigate the hidden roots
of the theatrical action.
On this trail, we usually start with some socializing games and then we enter deeply into the
general body’s technique (training) trough acrobatic exercises, Indian dance-theatre’s
fundamental steps, jugglery and clowning, vocal and physical improvisations, montage of
actions, using of stilts, playing of musical instruments and so on.
More specific and protected attention is dedicated to the use of voice, resonators, diction,
improvisation and formalization processes, building of a vocal melody for the use of the text.
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DANCING ACTOR
Since 1978, TTB has started its research on Indian classical dance-theatre because it believes
that Indian dance is a constant laboratory on the art of acting. At the beginning we offer our
students an introduction to Indian dance through the exercise and the practice of the
fundamental steps, then we go on with the teaching of more complex sequences of dance and
choreographies. At the same time, we pay particular attention to the analysis and the study of
a possible “translation” of this kind of work for a western actor.
RESULTS
Only after this long practice of techniques, TTB’s actors realize and experience that the aim is
the knowledge and control of the body-mind. It can be summarized into two basic concepts:
the “body-orchestra” and the “nameless actor”.
1- Body-orchestra is a sort of “polyphonic” composition where, during just one time unit, the
actor plays and organizes different actions or gestures according to the logic of an orchestra.
Actually, it’s a visual concert where a lot of semantic suggestions, rhythmic impulses and
inputs for sight and hearing are mixed together.
A sort of fragmentation of the body which stands like a score so that it can be read in both
horizontal and vertical way at the same time.
2-NAMELESS ACTOR (Soul)
Inspired by the Eastern culture and in particular by the Indian myth of Shiva Nataraja, Renzo
Vescovi realized the idea of nameless actor where there is no difference between technique
and ethic. The actor is more like an humble artisan than an artist because he constantly works
to refine the consciousness of using his own body, like a craftsman molds the material day by
day. That’s why the idea of being neutral, anonymous during the performing act.
For Indians in fact, dance is performed in the presence of the public not for the public.

Valse
A short time ago, we spoke about the meanings and historical symbols that are intertwined
with a place, its geography and identity.
Now, I’d like to talk about a performance which has been in our repertoire for a very long
time and that some of you may have the opportunity of seeing at Mitem Festival next April:
Valse.
For Valse, we are used to interact with the space trough the use of golden decorations. We
usually cover street lamps with golden paper, substitute bulbs with candles in order to change
the place into a big and romantic ballroom, more suitable to the show’s atmosphere.
Sometimes there are balconies where we can show puppets wearing western clothes and
balinese masks so to reproduce the atmosphere of a very rich court of Giava.
Other times, if there are two trees or an arch whose hang it on, we fix a swing for a young
girl, which is the main character in this performance, with a big white balloon and a straw hut.
She can sometime make a prelude together with her tutor, a priest on the stilts.
Space is not necessarily an urban one.
This performance is the result of a very long working process of TTB.
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OUTDOOR INTERACTIVE THEATER PRINCIPLES
(Nika Gabrovsek)
1. Short description of Ljud group

Image 1: Ljuds logo
Ljud is a group of individuals which are coming from different backgrounds (theater,
sociology, anthropology, visual art and design, circus, activism) sharing similar view
towards theatre, art and society.
One of the reasons why we established the group was to reach audience which is
usually not going to theaters. Our main focus is to explore the possibilities of artistic
expression in public space and new theatrical forms based on interaction rather than
presentation. We believe in art that is in direct contact with present time and space.
We are interested to establish theatre performance as a game, a ritual and a social
event.

2. Differences between the space in classical indoor
theatre and outdoor theatre1
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Image 2: square shape is representing classical indoor theater; circle shape is representing
outdoor theatre
1Here we are speaking about classical and street theatre in their most basic and broad
description. Understanding the classical theatre as conventional indoor theatre or as it is called
»The Italian box«:
Structure: two-sided structure: on one side there is the audience and on the other there are
performers.
Content: The transfer of the content has one direction, called »presentation«. The
content goes 100% from performer to the audience. And it is performer's
responsibility to transfer the content successfully.
Art-Reality: The difference between art and reality is clear (art is the performance;
reality is the audience).

Image 3: classical indoor theater (on the left) is divided in two parts (on one side are
performers, on the other the audience), outdoor theater (on the right) is divided in concentric
circles
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Structure: multi-sided structured where performers and the audience are mixed.
Content: The transfer of the content has all directions, called »communication«. To
transfer the content to the audience, the performer has about 70% responsibility, the
rest - about 30% is on the audience.
Art-Reality: The difference in perceiving art and reality is more blured in street
interactive performances.

Image 4: Transfer of content in classical indoor theater (left), outdoor theatre (right)
3. Outdoor interactive performer
Through years of working we figured out that it’s not suitable to adapt the classical
theatre rules to the outdoor theatre. There are basic common grounds to the training
for indoor classical actors and outdoor interactive performer: presence, trained body,
voice, emotional apparatus etc. but interactive performer needs also directing skills, be
aware of dramaturgy, be able to change plans and improvise, basically be able to adapt
to the situation (adapt voice, gestures more than indoor actor and to choose the time to
do that (space, people, context). It is also important to be emotionally stable and aware
of the context you are performing in. All this things make it possible that the fiction is
becoming more real and the audience can start to take the role of active participants.

3.1 The Trilogy2
In the moment when you are performing you should consist three personalities
(Character, Person, Director/Artist) and be in the crossroad of all three.
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Image 5: Diagram of Trilogy
CHARACTER
Character should be visible for audience (the way of moving in the space, specific
mission of performer, specific voice, specific reactions etc.). Character needs support
of other two personalities (Person and Director), that are not fiction but should stay
more present than on the classical stage. Character must be functioning on the outside,
interact and perform, other two personalities should be present on the inside. Character
should think outside of the box.
PERSON
Person is taking care of the safety and rules. Person must not be overtired, should be
relaxed and not having his usually personal problems (for example not to be hungry,
nervous etc.) be in good condition etc.). Person should also be confident of who he/she
is and what he/she does.Person’s role is to check the space and situations.
Person can also helps in handling difficult situation during the performance. There are
moments in the public space where it is really important that the people on the street
see the Person; that the Person “comes out”. It can be convention that you go out from
the Character for the moment, or it can be simultaneously done through the eyes - to
look the people through the eyes and say as a person: “Everything is under control.” or
“Thank you.” or to react in a cases when audience is too violent.
If you peel the Character as an onion - layer by layer you can come to some very nice
and fragile zone of revealing yourself as a Person to the audience and finding personal
connection which can be emotionally very strong point of the performance.
Furthermore, Ego in Person is important to think about. It can function in many
different levels but it is nice that Person is relaxed with his/hers body and confident of
who he/she is and what he/she does. Because that signifies he is free which
2 The Trilogy is based on a concept developed by Tom Greder - performing artist and
director, http://www.tomoskar.com/
means also the audience is free to play with him. We are social beings and if we feel
sorry for the performer, we will not feel good neither free.
Both, Person and Director are checking the space.
As performers we have some trainings and rehearsal to force ourselves to do the
opposite of what is natural to us as a Person. Person needs to know the reality,
understand other people, think inside the box (understand the system, rules, timing of
the performance etc.)
DIRECTOR or ARTIST
The Director is as well checking the space and situations, it is looking for the solutions
and suggesting the solutions or ideas to the Character (especially to be aware and react
to the real things, changes and unexpected situations in the space). Artist thinks out of
the box, in unusual way. There the Person always needs to check if Director’s ideas
are safe to be performed.
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For the outdoor performer it is very important to learn director’s skill to some extent,
to watch, observe, write notes etc.To learn Director’s skills you need to watch,
observe, write down observations etc.

4. Introduction of principles through Ljuds projects - in practice

4.1 The Invasion
The Invasion was established in 2008. It goes for a simple story of pink aliens which
came to earth as immigrants which try to integrate in the society. The story is
supported by very strong characters and costume design.

Image 6: Photos from The Invasion performance
The most interesting thing in this performance is audience and their reactions. The
main focus is on people, not on actors. Strong characters, costumes, story and
dramaturgy are just supporting that the people become active creators of the
performance; we could also say that they become actors and directors. Performers are
taking the role of facilitator rather than presenter.
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Image 7: Photos from The Invasion performance
Fiction can help to push the boarders which are usual for the public space; fiction is
helping to open a debate and questions about relationships and established position in
our society.
For this performers need one more thing, to be aware of the social and political
context in which he/she performs. It is very different to do the interactive outdoor
performance in different social and political environments. Performer needs to know
the meaning of the objects in the public space, knows the conventions of behavior etc.,
so he/she can decide where are the limits to still have a positive effect and opening
space for debate.
4.2. Streetwalker
The Streetwalker open-air gallery is expanding the concept of ready-made art by using
the existing everyday elements of the city and turning them into works of art with the
simple act of naming them and constructing a modern art gallery around them.
In the Streetwalker we took a step forward from performance towards the game.
Actors are even less important than in the Invasion the performance can be executed
even without them.
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Image 8: Examples of Streetwalker art works; left up (Jure Zankič: My father trying to open a
beach umbrella, screen print on aluminum, 2006), left down (Won-haeGu: Two turtles in an
aquarium, acryl on asphalt, 2012), right up: Jackson Pollock: No. 23, pigeon shit on concrete,
1953), right down: Unknown artist: Two thinkers – homage to Auguste Rodin, documentation
of spontaneous performance, 10.6.2016, 11:46)
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Image 9: left top to bottom: Streetwalker gallery plate, lines guiding audience from one
artwork to another, example of the artworks found, described and photographed by audience;
right: audience interacting during the Streetwalker tour Streetwalker can function on
different levels:
- installation - functions by itself, no actors are needed,
- guided tours – actors in a characters of a gallery guides.
Both can function by themselves or together, in any case the main part is audience
playing a game - discovering new art works. Installation or tour (or both) are
functioning as a tool which gives view from different perspective to the audience and
propose the game to them in which they are the creators.
With our work we try to go beyond the role of artist as a mirror to the society or to be
the critic of it, but to step in the role of facilitator, to be a “megaphone” for the
audience.
Article written by Nika Gabrovšek (Ljud group) for RIOTE conference held in Budapest,
Hungary in March 2017 is based on own experiences and a lecture by Vida Cerkvenik Bren
(Ljud group) »Street is not a stage - differences in pedagogical approaches between classical
and street theatre« presented on
EFETSA Practicum in December 2016 .

Broken Spectacles pedagogy
(Helen Aldrich)
Broken Spectacles' pedagogy is based largely on the principles of Lecoq's physical theatre
training. This is a full understanding of the body in a theatrical space; the dynamics and
rhythms of the body alone and in chorus. The importance of play and clowning is an
invaluable element to finding character and themes in our work.
Philippe Genty's object manipulation and puppetry has influenced us having worked closely
with the company. We explore objects kinaesthetically, discovering their theatrical potential
through the physical imagination.
Rural touring audiences and spaces determine the scale and the tone of our work. Our shows
aim to challenge our audiences whilst bringing high quality, enjoyable theatre to cultural cold
spots.

Pedagogical experiences of Shoshin Theatre Association
(Enikő Györgyjakab)
An example: The g.a.me
g.a.me is a movement theatre performance which was initially thought for an indoor
space and after a while adapted to different outdoor spaces. I would like to share a few
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experiences of this work, presenting very shortly the performance itself and the event which
functioned as a trigger: the KaravanAct – theatre on the road festival, organized by Shoshin
Theatre Association.
g.a.me was created from impulses, the binding of movements, rhythm, attention and
the attempt to create a form that allows life to manifest itself. The group explored several
playful situations in which the inherent diversity of human being, both the bright, and the dark
side of us shows up. The axis of the performance queries the crossing point between
childhood and adulthood, where the imaginary or idealistic needs to meet reality. The point
where the patterns that were burned into our minds during childhood has to disappear and
give place for the knowing through experience.
The most important aspect of this work was that the creators were very young people (20-25
years old) and I wanted to advantage of this, somehow to catch this young energy and give it a
form. I was looking for any kind of situation that made possible the manifestation of their free
and flowing energy. The performance was the group’s movement exam on the third year, so
the score actually is a collection of the technical exercises that I used with them for training in
concentration, strength, attention, kinesthetic intelligence, movement composition, movement
memory, etc. There are a lot of elements from contact dance, rhythm exercises, work with the
space, etc. When making the montage of the scenes, I tried to make alternation of very
fixed choreographies and the free actions and use the dynamics resulting from the presence of
different number of bodies in the space.

A few words about the Festival…
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Shoshin Theater Organization launched KaravanAct - theater on the road festival in 2014.
With this project we want to revivify an old tradition and rethink its possibilities in the
contemporary milieu. The festival is built up from a few performances (5 in the first, and 6 in
the second edition) from Romania and abroad and this package of performances travels to
three different towns and one village in Transylvania. The program includes indoor and
outdoor performances, shows for children and performances made by students from the
Theatre and Television Department. In 2015 we also included a free stilts workshop and a
dance workshop for the students participating in the festival, to enrich their practical
knowledge.
As we are truly interested in discovering how theater functions in different kind of spaces, we
invited performances which don't require traditional theater space with complex technical
apparatus and are enough flexible to enter in dialogue with a new space. (Of course this
approach also helps to keep the budget much lower than usual and the makes the project
realistic for a little association as we are.) Just for an example: Stand’al mondo, a performance
of the Regula contra Regulam Teatro was played in two beautiful little churches in
Transylvania, location which transformed the representation in a real unique event for the
artists as well as for the audience. The practice of adapting performances to different spaces in
the first edition of the festival generated an even bigger hunger for more experimenting.

When we chose g.a.me in the program of the second edition of the KaravanAct festival we
also decided to strengthen the outdoor character of the festival by transforming this show.
Hereafter I will mention four representations of the performance (Cluj, Saint George,
Miercurea Ciuc, Cluj) and summarize the effects of the various spaces on the g.a.me.
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I do not want to do an overly complicated analysis, detailing all the changes in, and I
particularly don’t want to make notes regarding the possibilities of interpretation of the
performance. However, it is important to mention each of the four locations has modified the
associative content of the performance. It is generally true that time and space really walked
hand in hand and the choice of the playing hour was as important as the choice of space in the
wider sense of the .
The first performance in Cluj was in a courtyard in the center of Cluj-Napoca.

(Our association would like to reconstruct this building for a cultural center) The whole
courtyard is a single unit, bounded around with the building. The spectators were sitting on
the same level with the actors, the only element which separated them, was a dance floor laid
on the ground. When the representation took place, there was full sunlight, so we couldn’t use
the lighting and the projections. With a minimal modifying of the score, we tried to
incorporate the opportunities which the building offered (the actors came out from the
building into the yard and in another scene; they went out from the picture, using some stairs
towards the basement.) Since the walls are very damaged, or better said crumbling, and were
very dominant part of the picture, we did not try to hide, but to adapt ourselves to it. This
alignment is actually a tuning in for creating the right atmosphere, thing that requires an
almost invisible, yet essential work from an actor. With this work he/she tries to emphasize
the elements of the surroundings even more.
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In Saint George we were playing in a schoolyard, more specifically on the sports grounds of
the schoolyard , from 6 pm, which - in late September in that geographical area, means sunset.
Since in the performance there is a big scene with ball game, it was obvious to use the sports
field, but it quickly became clear that we have to use the dance mat for the designation of the
playing ground; otherwise the scenes will simply disappear in the large space. We built in the
football gate, the fence that surrounded the school yard the huge walnut tree. The actors
seemed to like this environment, enjoyed themselves and their play became richer in
relationship with the school. The darkness which arrived until the end of the show gave the
event a very special quality.
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After our experience in Saint George, we were sure that the g.a.me will work well in
Miercurea Ciuc, because we have chosen again the sports field of a school yard, this time it
was an art school. However, we programmed the show one hour earlier, at 5 pm from the
consideration that the warmth that the sun gives at this hour will be a gift for the actors.
Unfortunately, neither the time nor the location was a brilliant choice. The court was
surrounded only by wire fence, which practically meant that behind the actors it was visible
all the sceneries of the city. We were in the middle of a huge space, where the energy of the
group simply dispersed.
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The last action in Cluj should have been in the courtyard that I mentioned above, but
according to the weather forecast rain was expected, so at the last minute we transferred the
performance in sports hall of a school, with white walls, large windows – so a lot of natural
light, and a height of about 5-6 m. The whole room was about twice as big as the playing
field, which we marked again with the dance floor, so the space for the audience was about
the same size as the playing field. We could not take out the sports equipment like the
vaulting bucks or the big sponges, so instead we placed them so, that the spectators could sit
on them. In this way – without planning it - we created a completely organic space where the
separation of actors and spectators wasn’t so explicit. Sitting on different elements which
belonged to that space, like the vaulting bucks, helped the people more to come closer to the
performance.
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At the festival closing meeting, after all these journeys in the world of changes and adaptation
we agreed that probably the best space for the g.a.me is this little sports hall, because at one
side it highlights the energetic movement compositions, and on the other side gives real
chance for scenes that are built from gestures and other small details.

The pedagogical work of Soltis Lajos Theatre
(László Sipos)
The Soltis Lajos Theatre is an alternative, independent, experimental theatre in Hungary. It
operates continuously since 1980. The founding members were enthusiastic amateur actors in
a village. Today it’s a determinative rural experimental theatre workshop. It’s base is in
Celldömölk, a small town with only 11 thousand inhabitants. We reserve ourselves from our
ticket income and european as well as national tenders.
Our troupe consists about 25-30 members. The number of the permanent employees are
around 5 to 8 people. The others are all volunteers.We are a community theatre.
The Pedagogical Work of Theatre
In overall perspective it means; the more comprehensive exploitation of the aestethical and
communal possibilities of theatre.
The common features of the two troupes:
We are ALTERNATIVE, independent, experimental theatres. In Hungary we use three
categories to classify the different types of theatres in the hungarian theatrical structure: there
are the so called „Stone Theatres” these are the established professional theatres maintained
mostly by the state and local governments. There are the alternative, or independent theatresoperating from much smaller state support, but they have their own autonomy in deciding
how to work, actually they are mostly independent experimental workshops. The amateur
theatres in turn are non-professional, voluntary, dilettante groups considering theatre as a
pastime activity.
We are RURAL by locality as opposed to the capital, Budapest is the cultural center of the
country. The countryside is much more undeveloped. You have to know that Hungary is very
much Budapest centralized.
Main tasks:
- community shaping (during the theatre works it’s own community, in the broader
milieu the community of our spectators, the cultural community)
- and the theatre aesthetical education
Advantages mostly are the acceleration of getting acquainted with each other, the information
reaches the target audience quickly, more flexible handling of rules, forming of more stable
communities, civil cooperations can be formed much more easily
Disadvantages: The environment requires constant conscious forming (this requires constant
presence, there can’t be larger breaks, creative vacations), less number of performances in our
hometowns, because of the underdeveloped infrastructure and few job opportunities- the 18 to
34 years old age group is unstable, or non-existent in the rural areas.
Due to the fact that we have different functional capabilities and opportunities, the Soltis and
the Telesterion approaches these two goals from different angles.
20

1. Education and Theatre
We are a Popular Theatre too. But what is that?
„It can simply be defined as peoples’ theatre, speaking to the common man in his
language and idiom and dealing with problems of direct relevance to his situation. A
peoples’ theater should concentrate on awakening the latent capacity of the people
to take part, and to make their own decisions, to organize themselves for common
action. It is a question of changing society, of encouraging the solidarity of the
people, through the shared experiences and interchanges provided by realistic,
critical and free popular theatre.”

We are working in a repertoire system, creating children-, youth- and adult plays. On our
repertoire we have fairground comedies, physical theatre plays based on acrobatic-contact
elements, musicals, psychological realist plays and loads of children plays. It’s almost
uncategorizable.
We have a colourful repertoire: we strive to present classical as well as modern plays and we
always experiment with new theatrical styles.
We satisfy our audience’s claim by burlesque comedies as well. Our experience shows that if
we create performances to satisfy the needs of our spectators, they give us their trust to come
to our more modern, not only entertainment-based plays, and with this, we can plant deeper
thoughts in the minds of our spectators.
We are a Community Theatre, and we try to create a community with our audience too, and
our goal for them is to make them feel comfortable in our theatre.
Educating for Theatre (Children plays)
The responsibility of the Soltis towards the children is immense. We have to get their
attention, we have to take them to the world of imagination, we have to show them patterns
for life, we have to entertain them. It’s hard to get the attention of the children of today. It’s
not easy to create miracles, but the Soltis is working on this task with all it’s power, to plant
the love of theatre even in the smallest children, to teach them about life and to create
miracles on stage for them.
In Hungary there’s not too much good quality children theatre, but we are trying to mainly
deal with themes in our performances what counts as taboo (mainly among parents and
teachers) (for example: prejudices, exclusion, loss, death, etc.)
We start to educate children for theatre since their kindergarten age- not just on a local but on
county, national and international levels too.
During the creation of our children plays we strive not to use just classical, but new,
experimental theatrical styles too, like: creating plays with improvisational techniques,
performances based on eastern traditions etc.)
Education in Theatre (we have a theatre school-we call it drama studio, actor trainings, TIE –
Theatre In Education)
Our theatre is not only a theatre, but it fulfills public educational duties as well. We have
drama studio classes since 2001, where we educate children and teenagers who wants to
become actors in the future or those who just wants to be more confident people in terms of
speech and movements. They get physical, theoretical and practical trainings. One of our
main goals with these classes is to resupply our theatre’s company. I myself was a student of
one of these drama studios, and almost everybody from our troup. Now THIS is dramatical
education.
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There are two classes: the children studio (from the age of 10 to 13) and the drama studio
(there are youngsters above 13) These classes create youth plays, studio performances along
the way of their studies. Our objective is to educate them for a community theatre. We
organize theatre festivals, trainings, tours and even theatre camps in the summer. Every year
we have a seasonal ticket for all ages. The Soltis trains, teaches and educates.

Report on the impact of the “Schools” on the working methodology
of Shoshin Theatre Association
(Csongor Köllő)
In the present document I will briefly take into account the impact that our cooperation, more
specifically the two Joint Staff Trainings within the framework of RIOTE with Teatro
tascabile di Bergamo and Kud Ljud has had on our working methodology and artistic choices.
The two “Schools” as we called them have actively and immediately shaped our work and
gave it a distinct direction, being able to utilize what we learned immediately, in our daily
preparations and training, from which resulted the fact that we could already put it into our
work.
Concretely: the Joint Staff Training held in Bergamo is best described by the technical
abilities that it gave us. We have had the chance to learn walking on stilts, a competence that
is omitted completely from actor-training curricula in the whole of Romania, thus effectively
stopping any kind of street theatre appearing (given that walking on stilts is an important and
sometimes vital aspect of street/open space theatre). This knowledge we then used in the
performance that we prepared to mark the end of the project, wherein 3 characters were on
stilts. Reflecting on the future, these competences, if honed further, can represent a basis for a
future street theatre course, either within the framework of a University or Academy that
offers Acting as a degree, or in the private sector. We have also had the chance to develop our
acrobatics skills, which is both an effective training as well as an artistic option to use
creatively within future performances. Furthermore, we were able to receive knowledge about
the different strategies employed in street/open space theatre, as well as seeing these strategies
put into practice (in the vast array of shows/scenes/excerpts/demonstrations) that we were
presented with. To repeat, this ‘School’ was one of craft, giving us precise tools and
capabilities that we could then almost immediately adopt and adapt.

Kud Ljud
While the Joint Staff Training in Ljubljana has also given us important technical
competences, it is nonetheless best described as a school of taking away our boundaries. This
School, led with great attention (just like their Italian counterparts) by Kud Ljud, had a major
difference from the Bergamo one, in that we actually worked with people on the street. This is
something that you can never get enough preparation for, so I consider it extremely helpful
that during RIOTE we were able to experience this. However, at the time (we were ‘thrust’
out on the street already on the first day) there was a strong reluctance and resistance on my
part to completely enter into these processes and exercises, for fear of disturbing other
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people’s intimacies. And this is the biggest lesson for me: that I was able to realize that this
reluctance on my part is actually a projection from within me (my own problems, frustrations
and annoyance with someone approaching me on the street) on the people around me,
whereas the truth is that people are generally open for this kind of communication, in fact,
many people actually feel a need to be talked to by someone. I am very grateful that I (and my
colleagues) have been able to realize this.
The second major lesson was that of positivity and openness. Through experiencing the
working methodology of Kud Ljud, we learnt a basic relation to life and work and the
creative/performative act that is always positive (‘sunshine in your ass’), forward driving,
relaxed.
Other important aspects that we’ve worked with and which have taken on new dimensions,
new layers of meanings in our work were: attention to others (both public and colleagues),
true spontaneity, owning of public space. All these are vital aspects of open, 21st century
societies.
It is also my conviction (as a teacher in a University that offers Acting diploma) that acting
schools (universities, academies) should introduce a course of at least a semester of open
space theatre, especially the approach of Kud Ljud, within which students can really
experience what ‘relationship with the public’ and ‘attention to the other’ truly means. I am
certain that these experiences can have a tremendous effect on their craft regardless if they
will do street theatre or traditional dramatic theatre.
Many things learned in the Ljubljana ‘school’ (just like those learned in Bergamo) were
applied in our final performance, prepared for the closing event, “The black bull and other
stories” such as: live and unscripted interaction with the audience, and inviting the audience to
a dance together at the end of the performance.

The view of a participant on Tascabile’s pedagogy
by Sándor Komáromi
I took part on the italian visitation of the ERASMUS project with three members of the
Soltis Lajos Theatre, in which we’ve spent 7 days with the troup of the Teatro Tascabile. The
troup performed on the MITEM Festival in Hungary in 2017.
This was their introduction:
„The Teatro Tascabile di Bergamo
Accademia delle Forme Sceniche was founded in 1973 in Bergamo Alta by Renzo Vescovi,
who was drawing on the Teatr Laboratorium of Jerzy Grotowsky and Eugenio Barba’s Odin
Teatret as his models. The primary “research” areas of the theatre laboratory, which is housed
in an old Carmelite monastery, include the dramaturgy of the actor, street theatre, and the
dance theatre of the East. One of the distinct aspects of the laboratory is that the participants
work as a “group theatre.” Artists belonging to different nationalities and different
generations, and also representing different branches of the arts, work together to create the
individual projects. Over the course of the past forty some years, the Teatro Tascabile di
Bergamo has brought more than 150 performances to the stage. They also devote considerable
time and energies to organizing conferences, workshops, and community events.
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The Teatro Tascabile is a theatre what combines traditional italian theatrical elements and
eastern theatre techniques, and it has been operating since 1973.
Their headquarter is in the historical part of Bergamo, in the Citta Alta, in a former
monastery, they perform and rehears there, and they have outdoor theatre programs in the
former ambulatory.
They have further plans with the monastery, they would like to create a complex (or total)
theatrical workshop, theatrical laboratory, as the design plans tells us about it on the walls of
the hallway.
The theatre operates in a strict order. Their techniques are based on Jerzy Grotowski’s and
Eugenio Barba’s practices and theatre-theoratical basis and they experiment along these strict
principles.
The bigger part of their troup works in the theatre, the others are interns, students, or actors
contracted only for some productions. They have an own teaching methodology, which’s
basis is the practicing of their virtual bodytechniques, and the acquirement of dance and
movement-artistical techniques.
We can say that their work is sacral, just by looking at their trainings, performances, because
they look on the theatre not „only” as an artistical form, but as a world-experiencing process,
an existence-potential saturated with transcendencies.
They perform on their own headquarters too, but they travel around the globe a lot,
Beyond the traditional italian theatrical techniques, they are experts of the eastern theatre’s
dance techniques, the outdoor theatre forms with stilts, and the foundations of the movement
techniques what specifies the actor’s body as a psychic.
During our week in Bergamo, we took part in trainings, we’ve learned stilts techniques, we
could see demonstrations about their actor trainings, and we’ve seen some of their old and
new productions on their repertoire.
TRAININGS
The circle as a geometric shape is the basis form. We’ve started every day with reading a
text from Jerzy Grotowski. The used text is about that the actors need to free themselves of
their everyday life’s expectations, to transubstatiate to „something else”. This
transubstatiation is a sacred process – this joint reading helped to create the needed sacrality,
and it brought everybody to an equal status with this circle shape.
After the reading we warmed up – every day their same actor lead the same excercise
sequence. We used the same excercises what are on Czieslak’s recordings; loosening the
muscles sticked to the bones as well as starting in the body’s resonances. The body and the
sound are resonating, the excercises help us to feel this. The slight punches to the different
bodyparts vivify these energies inhered in the body, and the rythmic moving helps us to make
them serve a purpose we want.
During the warm-ups, we used intense voice excercises too, which helped us to synchronize
the body and the inner and outside resonances produced by sound.
Stretching was an essential element of the warm-ups too, and some games to stimulate us to
move in the space easily, with orientation – deceleration, acceleration without collision with
the others (for this we needed a constant cooperation with everybody).
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During the movements we used different standard elements (push up, somersault,
handstand, jumps etc.) which were constantly interrupted with movements, and it inclined the
body for acrobathics.
ACROBATICS
The Teatro Tascabile places a great emphasis on the teaching and excercising of the
virtuoso techniques. The handstand, the somersault, the rollings, the synchronizing of the fast
and fine muscles and to be controlled – are all helped by Grotowski’s excercises.
Their teaching consists the showing of the right techniques, and to wake up the urge inside
us to excercise them. They are constantly help us with movement corrections.
The virtuoso techniques of the commedia dell’arte lay on these foundations. The excercises
we used in the trainings showed up in their performances too in different forms. Using of the
stilts techniques was an important technical route choice. All of them are masters of them.
During the teaching of the stilts techniques they went into every small details from the
insertion of the stilts to the keeping of the balance. The participants spent three to four hours
on stilts in outdoor conditions
PERFORMANCES
We had the chance to watch several performances of the troup. From the classical
commedia dell’arte play, through the dans macabre genre which was using physical theatre
elements, to the Waltz on stilts, we’ve got a little taste from everything. Every performance of
the theatre has a strong lyricism. If they use text, then usually they are poetic works, or
manifestations of them concentrated in some words. We can feel the sacrality coming from
their physical discipline even in their clown pranks. Thanks to this, every work from them is
at the same time entertaining and leads us to deeper acquaintances.

The impact of „schools” on the work in Apple Granate
(Sándor Komáromi)
The Soltis Lajos Theatre has put a great emphasis on the education of the small communities
nationally and outside the borders what are unprovided with theatre from the beginnings. To
this end they create outdoor theatre performances. Usually the easy mobility and the small
budget are the main aspects of this mission, because those towns and villages where the Soltis
Lajos Theatre usually perform, does not have their own budget for culture. Beside keeping the
traditional theatrical forms, the theatre aspires to come up with plays with innovative
meanings.
Constant parts of the theatre’s repertoire are some comedia dell’arte plays - which has been
very popular even in the heroic age of the hungarian theatre- and the illustrous pieces of the
classical hungarian literature. In the case of these productions the artistic dignity is an
obligatory expectation from the theatre, what has to be kept in by both the director, and the
actor, because forming an audience, or a community can only be lasting and successful, if the
highest aesthetic requirements are kept in mind.
In 2017 the theatre joined a project to create a large-scale production that has higher goals for
its visual world, and pursues the renewal of the most commonly used classical theatrical form
(Actor- spectator- and the invisible wall).
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The 500th anniversary of the Reformation and the common European cultural heritage have
brought the idea of creating a lecture on the history of creation.
In connection with the Erasmus project, the company was a guest in Italy, England, Slovenia
and Transylvania, and participated in their programs. In the hungarian theatrical traditions, the
knowledge of the physical theatrical forms and the interactive street theater forms are
unknown (or only slowly developing). They could be cognized with the help of this project.
The trainings of the Teatro Tascabile di Bergamo and the Kud Ljud Theater in Ljubljana, has
helped our concepts in two ways. The Italian company places a great emphasis on physical
training, vocal training and the teaching of virtuoso techniques. This was indispensable for the
training of the Apple Grenade, as well as for the learning the traditional yiddish dances.
The exercises in Bergamo were built on the physical exercises of Jerzy Grotowski and
Eugenio Barba, and helped to improve the stamina and the development of the use of the
rapid muscle.
However, the relationship between the spectator and the actor compared to the classical
theater setting (the spectator watches the actor while working and both accept that the play is
a play, and renounces their disbelief status to create an artificial reality, the world of plays) is
completely overwritten by Kud Ljud's theatrical methodology.
In Ljubljana, we did not work on the stage or in a theater, but in the rooms of the rented
apartment of the company where we talked and relaxed, and each day was spent on the
"street" – so we were training in live situations. The Kud Ljud exercises were performances in
themselves, it was not unusual for pedestrians to watch our warm-up exercises and play with
us. After that, with some instructions, we were already mixed with the pedestrians in direct
theatrical relations - with their involvement we created situations and improvised exercises,
games and theatrical forms.
Common movement, rhythm, and common singing were constant elements of the training,
and whatever we did was an improvised performance.
In the Apple Grenade, we try to break down - in the theatrical framework - the invisible
barrier, which automatically separates the spectators from the actors, and makes the two
parties unreachable for each other. Inviting people to play together- singing, dancing, and
movements are all used to create a community theater form.
There are no pre-defined times and events in this performance, only buoys and dramaturgy
features what has put the games in a frame. This results a more direct performance, where the
actors and the spectators create the stage events together. They are not forming the situations
because they are given, but calling the civilian body into play to release energies that are free
from all craftsmanship. To put it another way, all the common games are just as awkward as
the first humans of the Creation story, Adam and Eve.
The spectators often play skill games with the actors (for example, trying to stick fishes to the
fixed points of the moving river), sometimes sing along with them, and sometimes learn their
movements (they will be the creatures of Eden, after the actors taught them to use sensorylevel gestures that symbolize different animals).
After the common game, they become the traditional passive spectators, but they are still
intense listeners (so they are a sacred space for theatrical scenes even in the most noisiest
street environment) and the actors play / dance / puppeteer.
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For the biblical story, we also used stilt techniques learned in Bergamo (Lucifer appears on
stilts in the performance), but we also use virtuoso techniques in the actor's movement (salto,
sommersault, cartwheel, jumps, and lifts).
The stories are theatrical scenarios, and we used giant puppets what are often used in street
theater forms. For example the Cherub, the Snake or the couple: Adam and Eve are puppets as
well.
Thanks to the common play and the techniques learned, the Apple Grenade is a real
community theater experience for all ages.

Dunaszekcső, “the barter”
(Géza Pintér)
The performance, titled The Little Prince in Lugio, in Dunaszekcső on 22th July, 2017,
was a creation of local inhabitants and professional performers together. The aim was to
create a performance based on the local cultural background (such as, the local history, folk
music, traditional costumes and the actual life conditions), while using the technique learnt
through the RIOTE project of joint staff training programs (e.g. stilts, acrobacy, the organic
use of the space, and involving the people in the streets). The performance was made only one
time for the Lugio Days, which is a kind of festival in Dunaszekcső dedicated to the memory
of the Roman Empaire. Lugio is the ancient name of Dunaszekcső.
There happened two barters. One was part of the official programme, and took place
between local performers and the festival’s guest company, the Soltis Lajos Theatre. The local
group presented the above mentioned work (The Little Prince in Lugio) for the event’s
audience and to welcome the guesr theatre group, who also performed on the same afternoon
(Lóvátett menyasszony). The other barter was in between some local, amateur actors and the
professional animators and actors during the same working process.
The performance was prepeared in four months, including the time for the organizers
to find the participants and study together the local history. Every participant was requested to
bring a favorite poem or a personal story that gave a kind of base for the performance. This
can be called “autodramaturgy,” when everything is created from locally collected materials.
The performance place was the yard of the Serbian Curch, moving through it in a promenade,
so each sceen was shown in a different corner of the garden.
The performers used musical instruments, such as traverse flute, Tibetian bell and
accordion that created a certain kind of sacred atmosphere. Therefore, there was a harmonic
coincidence in between the sonic space and the geographic space.
The impact of such an event is still the object of further researches.

Summary
We can see that the three Hungarian and Rumanian pilot projects as performances were using
the knowledge of the exporter partners. Therefore, the implementation was successful, and
hopefully, it can go on with more sustainable results and prospective.
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